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102 年公務人員高考三等 衛生行政試題
等別：三等考試
類科：共同科目
科目：法學知識與英文
  ۡᔑξξܜઃᖚ۰ĂϤઘξܜநĂઘξܜٕ̙ਕந۰ĂϤңˠநĉ
ϤҖ߆ੰࠁࣶந
Ϥξᛉົᛉܜந
Ϥξ߆ع৪३ܜந
Ϥ̰߆ొࠁࣶந
  ֶг̝͞ڱޘטఢؠĂ˭Ең۰ࠎ̳ڱˠĉ
Ꭹ
Ꭹ߆ع
ડ
ડ̳ٙ
  ֶԧ઼னҖጳ̈́ڱጳڱᆧ࣒୧̝͛ఢؠĂͽ˭ң۰̙ߏΦ̝ءڱ̂ੰڱᖚᝋĉ
ྋᛖጳڱ
ᆶந߆ᛨ࿁ጳ̝ྋ९
ᆶநᓁăઘᓁᇅך९
ᆶந̳ચࣶᘂԦ९І
  ˭Ең۰അజΦءڱ̂ੰڱྋᛖކӘ࿁ጳĉ
Җ߆ેҖٲۢ˯ڱ೩გќࢋІ
̳ચࣶᘂԦϏన఼૱˯෦ାᑻޘט
̳ચࣶᗓᖚޢᖚຽᏴፄ̝ࢨט
఼ނཋ
  ᙯٺϲੰڱᛉ९ᆶᛉԔ̚Ķௐ˟ົķ۞ซҖĂ˭Еୃң۰ᄱĉ
ௐ˟ົॡĂᑕ६ᛉ९ĂֶѨٕు୧೩;ኢ
ௐ˟ົॡĂΞಶᆶߤຍ֍ٕࣧ९ࢋўĂАઇᇃھኢ
ௐ˟ົߏٺኢЧ؎ࣶົᆶߤ̝ᛉ९ॡซҖ
ᛉ९ٺԆј˟̝ޢĂࣧ೩९۰ΞͽགྷੰົТຍޢၣаࣧ೩९
ֶፂጳڱௐ
58 ୧̈́Җ߆ੰᖐ̝ڱఢؠĂ˭Ең۰ܧҖ߆ੰົᛉ̝ᖐјࣶĂֶ่ఢؠᑕЕय

Җ߆ੰົᛉĉ
Җ߆ੰ৪३ܜ
̰߆ొొܜ
ဋચ؎ࣶົ؎ࣶܜ
̙გొົ̝߆ચ؎ࣶ
ԧ઼ᓁֳ̙ѣ˭Еࣹ˘ᝋࢨĉ

ඕ୧ࡗ
જྋϲੰڱ
ކοԦᚑ
൴οღާ΄
  ֶனҖ̝ڱఢؠĂ˭Еࣹ˘̳ᖚˠࣶ̝ᏴᓝĂ࣏Ᏼˠ༊ᏴᄃӎĂ̙֭פՙ࣏ྍٺᏴˠைᇴ
̝кဿĂ҃ߏࣧפ˯ՙ࣏ྍٺᏴˠٙᛳ߆ᛨைᇴ̝кဿĉ
ᓁăઘᓁ
ဋ઼اγ઼ϔϲࣶ؎ڱ
ࣧҝϔϲ ࣶ؎ڱࣧҝϔۡᔑξᛉࣶ
  ֶ̳ϔԸை̝ڱఢؠĂБ઼ّ̳ϔԸை९јϲޢĂܼϤ˭Ең፟ᙯయԸை̝ซҖĉ
Җ߆ੰ
Б઼ّ̳ϔԸைᆶᛉ؎ࣶົ
Ⴞ၅ੰ
̚δᏴᓝ؎ࣶົ
  тߙۤડ̝ۤડ̳ࡗĂࡗؠડ̶ٙѣᝋˠ̙ٺҝш̰నཉЧ̝̚छĂ࿁۰Ϥۤડგ
ந؎ࣶົ෦ኛዏᗓĄϥࠎྍۤડ̝ҝ͗Ăٺٙѣ̝ഏҝш̰నཉĶϏ̝̚छķ
Ăࠎ
ۤડგந؎ࣶົ̝ଉĂۤડგந؎ࣶົӈШੰڱ෦ኛՐϥᑕዏᗓۤડĄኛયٺੰڱᆶநώ९
ॡĂᆶ੩ᗕ͞༊ְˠ̝ૄώᝋܲᅪॡĂᑕྻϡ˭Еࣹ˘நኢĉ
!
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઼ϔᝋ̈́ણ߆ᝋ̝நኢ
ૄώᝋ၆઼ऱҖࠎ̝ड़˧
ռڱҋࡗݵ̈́ڼҋϤࣧ
ૄώᝋ̝ௐˬˠड़˧நኢ
ٗޏٙѣᝋˠᑕ೩ֻռѣᗨሁֻ̳ி఼ҖĂ̙Ω൴ගྃᐺܛĄᙯڱٺநĂ˭Еୃң۰ϒ
ቁĉ
Ϗಉεٙѣᝋ҃ืྃᐺ
ˠϔ̝ੑயᝋѣϏ࿈ּͧࣧົ̝ۤཌྷચ
ͻ࠹ᙯྃᐺֶ̝΄ڱፂ
ૄٺੑ߆҂ณ҃ืྃᐺ
˭Ең۰̙ᛳٺ෦ᝋܲᅪ̝८͕ᅳાĉ
̳צෞᆶҿ̝ᝋӀ
̈́צॡᆶҿ̝ᝋӀ
ˬצ৺ˬᆶ̝ᆶ৺ܲޘטᅪᝋӀ
ᆶኛՐᝋ
ֶΦءڱ̂ੰڱྋᛖĂ˭Ең۰ᄃጳڱௐ 7 ୧ٙܲᅪ̝πඈᝋѣ࿁ĉ
ϔ઼ 89 ѐ࣒ϒ̳ο̝ᄂ៉гડᄃ̂ౙгડˠϔᙯܼ୧ּ̚Ăఢ̂ؠౙгડˠϔགྷధΞซˢᄂ
៉гડ۰Ăܧдᄂ៉гડనѣ͗ᚱ႕ 10 ѐĂ̙ፉЇ̳ચˠࣶ
̚δᛋ၅̂ጯ 91 ጯѐࡁޘտٙჇ̀ˢጯ҂ྏ٢ϠᖎౢఢؠĂͽѣҒ۠үࠎਕӎפˢጯ
ྤॾ̝୧І
ϔ઼ 93 ѐ࣒ϒ̳ο̝ய̈́ᙑᄃඁ̚ڱĂ่ఢؠ੨ઊม̝ᙑᄃĂҺᇈᙑᄃඁćҭ၆إٺڱ
˯ޠބᙯܼ̝ளّҡܴม̝ᙑᄃĂҺᇈᙑᄃඁ̝ఢؠ
ϔ઼ 80 ѐ̳ؠטο̝ۤົ৩Ԕჯ᜕̚ڱĂдّϹٽ࿅̚Ă၆͚;၆ᆊ̝࠹၆ˠϏѣჳఢ
ؠĂ่҃ჳຍဦӀ̝˘͞
˭Еңีૄώᝋ̙дΦءڱ̂ੰڱྋᛖѣّܲޘטᅪّኳ̝Еĉ
ੑயᝋ
ބᄃछल
ି؟ҋϤ
ጯఙҋϤ
A ัٺϡ B ॡĂࢋՐ B ̷ඕĂтѣᘃθӈᗓᖚĄB ͽ࿁ّͅҾ̍үπඈڱĂШგ፟ᙯᑭᓝĂ
ࢋՐგ፟ᙯ၆ A ჳᔫĄώּΞਕঘ̈́ңૄώᝋΑਕĉ
֨᎔ᝋΑਕ
ૄώᝋ᜕̝ܲཌྷચΑਕ
ૄώᝋ̝ܫᏥ᜕ܲΑਕ
ԔܲᅪΑਕ
A  B ࠎ͈؍Ăֈѣ˘̄ C α໐ĄB Яӛࢴщᝒ˯ܧĂჟৠېၗ̙ᘦؠĂજᅄ၆ ٺC ߉ᇷĄ
ߙ͟ĂB  C χϩฟ҇რĂҝซΐ᜕ঽٗĂA གྷ̓ڈ೩ᏹ̖ۢΞͽֶፂछलᇷ˧֨ڱڼኛ
Րੰڱ၆ ٺB ८൴ϔ᜕ְܲ΄Ąኛય A ֶछलᇷ˧֨ ࠎڱڼC ᓏኛ̦ᆃ̰ट۞᜕ܲ΄①
༰ͤ B ၆ ٺC ၁߉छलᇷ˧② B ዏˬˠ̝ҝاٙ③ B ᅈᗓ C ̝ρ④ؠᇶॡ၆Ϗј
ѐ̄̃ᝋӀཌྷચ̝ҖֹٕፉĂ่Ϥ A ֽҖֹ
่①
่①②
่①②③
①②③④
౻̍ዎ࿃ᖚຽ๋चᎮଈᖚຽঽ҃Ѫ˸ॡĂᛳצᅳѪ˸ྃᐺ̝ϒቁึҜࠎңĉ
①̄̃②੨ઊ③ͭϓ④য়ͭϓ̈́ग̄̃⑤Έԙؓ؏
①੨ઊ②̄̃③ͭϓ④য়ͭϓ̈́ग̄̃⑤Έԙؓ؏
①੨ઊ̈́̄̃②ͭϓ③য়ͭϓ④ग̄̃⑤Έԙؓ؏
①੨ઊ̈́̄̃②ͭϓ③ग̄̃④য়ͭϓ⑤Έԙؓ؏
A ѣࢨ̳Φ̝۵ڌѣϥă˙ăʹВ 3 ˠĂЧ̶Ҿྤ 30 ༱̮ă10 ༱̮ă10 ༱̮Ăϥࠎ̳Φ
ְĄࡶౢఢؠĂϥѣ 3 ܑՙᝋă˙ѣ 1 ܑՙᝋăʹѣ 1 ܑՙᝋĂ༊̳ΦᑢГᆧྤ 50 ༱̮ॡĂ
ᑕགྷ˭Ең͞ёՙ̝ؠĉ
Ϥϥՙ̝ؠ
ืགྷБវ۵ڌТຍ̝
!
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ืགྷܑՙᝋ࿅ΗᇴТຍ̝
ืགྷ 2 ˠͽ˯۵̝ڌТຍ
A ۵Њѣࢨ̳Φ۵ڌϥĂ؎३؎ˠநय۵ޢົڌĂ˫ͽ३ࢬ̈́̄͞ёҖֹ
ܑՙᝋĂдϏၣዚ؎݈३ă३ࢬͽ̈́̄Ըை̝ଐ˭ڶĂώˠٺ۵ົڌ༊͇˫Ꮠҋय
۵ົڌᛉĄኛયϥܑ̝ՙᝋҖֹտᑕͽң͞ёࠎĉ
؎३
३ࢬ͞ё
̄͞ё
Ꮠҋय
ϥᄃ˙ᚯထϚፃˠઙ९ĄϥԼౄ͘ႀĂ˙̈˥ĂВТ A ፃ֭֕ᙯдϥछ̚Ąֽޢᛋ͞
ೈቢߤזϥ̝ҝĂା AĂ֭༊ಞдϥ̝ҝш̰ຩזϚ९ϡ̝͘ႀᄃ̈˥Ăͽ̈́щܧ
̈ΒĄྏયώ९ּ̚Ăءڱдҿϥă˙ѣཋॡĂ˭Е֤˘ކ̙ݡۏӘ՟ќĉ
Լౄ͘ႀ
ϥ̝ҝш
Ϛ९ϡ̈˥
щܧ
ϥຐ୭ AĂ֍ A ҋ၆ࢬֽ֕Ăܮᓝႀ A ᑝᑧĂְ̖ޢ൴ன A Π͘Ϻႀᖟд˾ఠ̚Ă༊ॡ
ϒχზљ˭ڕ፟୭ϥĄϥ۞ҖࠎдЖ˯ڱჍࠎĈ
ᄱຐ֨
ઊ֨
࿁ّڱᄱ
ͅࢬ̝࿁ّڱᄱ
˭Еᙯؠڱٺநˠ۞ୃĂң۰ϒቁĉ
ࡩࠎᚶٚˠॡĂϠϓࠎࡩؠڱ۞நˠĂநய̶౷ְآ
ͭϓࠎϏјѐ̝̄̃ؠڱநˠĂΞЇຍ̶Ϗјѐ̝̄̃পѣੑய
Ⴞ᜕ˠࠎϏјѐ̝צႾ᜕ˠ۞ؠڱநˠĂΞആͭϓҖֹ˘̷Ꮠᝋ
͈؍дބᙯܼхᜈ̚Ăಶ͈؍ੑயٙϠ̝ีְޠڱĂ̢ࠎؠڱநˠ
ϥצѪ˸ކӘޢĂϠхᕩֽĂགྷੰڱၣዚѪ˸ކӘĂ൴ன̏˙؍གྷᄃʹඕĂኛયޢ̝ड़
˧ࠎңĉ
Ϊࢋ˙චຍĂޢӈѣड़
ΪࢋʹචຍĂޢӈѣड़
υื˙ᄃʹӮචຍĂޢ̖ѣड़
ᓂֹ˙ᄃʹӮೋຍĂޢ̪ѣड़
ϥ˯̚ĂШ३ಡᝊҁᔲ˙ᔉ෴ಡ৽ 1 ЊĂᆊ ܛ10 ̮Ąϥග˙ 10 ̮ർ။ 1 ښĂ˙ගϥಡ৽
1 ЊĂኛયᓁВҌ͌ѣೀ࣎ޠڱҖࠎĉ

1
2
3
4
  ϥ͈˙ڱֶ؍ќዳʹ͈˚ ؍5 ໐̝̄ AĂ3 ѐޢϥă˙Я۩ᙱᗕ˸ĂA ୬ͤᄃϥă˙̝ќ
ዳᙯܼ۰ĂᑕтңซҖĉ
ᑕϤ A ШੰڱᓏኛĂҭᑕʹă˚Тຍ
ᑕϤʹă˚ந A Шੰڱᓏኛ
ᑕϤʹă˚ᄃϥٕ˙̝छᛳםᛉࠎ̝
Яϥă˙̏Ѫ˸Ă߇ЇңˠӮ̙ᓏኛ
  ፟ᙯᏱந˭ЕңีְચᑕዋϡҖ߆Ԕڱĉ
̰߆ొᛋ߆ཌᄃ֘થᘪࢎᛋϡ֟ទ֘ᔉ෴ࡗݵ
ᄂΔξ߆઼عϔҝшᄃˠϔᘪࢎ઼ϔҝш১ࡗݵ
ᄂΔг͞ੰڱᑭ၅ཌבኛξᛋԊםӄአߤЖְϚཋְІ
ିֈొᄃ̳Ϡᘪࢎ̳ጯҖ߆ࡗݵ
  ᙯ̚ٺδڱఢᇾ̰̝ڱटĂͽ˭ң۰ᄱĉ
ޠڱᑕགྷϲ఼ੰڱ࿅Ăᓁ̳ο
ڱఢ၆ߙ˘ְีఢؠዋϡٕϡڱఢ̝ఢؠ۰Ăڱఢ࣒ϒޢĂዋϡٕϡ࣒ϒ̝ޢ
!
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ڱఢ
Ч፟ᙯֶؠڱᖚᝋٕૄޠڱٺᝋࢎ΄̝ؠĂᑕෛّኳ̶Ҿ˭྿ٕ൴οĂ֭ӈਖ਼Ⴞ၅
ੰ
ؠޠڱЩࠎڱăޠă୧఼ּٕ
  ᙯٺĶڱఢ̙໖̈́ߊـķࣧĂ˭Еୃң۰ϒቁĉጯᄲ˯˫̶̝ࠎĶৌϒ໖̈́ķᄃĶ̙
ৌϒ໖̈́ķଐԛĄ݈۰ܼڱఢዋϡڱྍٺఢϠड़݈ຽ̏ඕ۞ְ၁Ăޢ۰ܼڱ
ఢዋϡٺ࿅Ν൴ϠĂҭனд̪хᜈإϏඕְ̝၁Ķৌϒ໖̈́ߊـķࣧᑕ̯ధć̝ͅĂ
Ķ̙
ৌϒ໖̈́ߊـķࣧᑕ༰ͤΦੰڱᛖфௐ 577 ཱིᄮࠎĂඵच֨ڱטఢ̝ؠඵݡᇾϯཌྷચ̈́య
ЇĂ่ዋϡ̳ڱྍٺο߉Җ̝ޢඵݡᇾϯְІĂ֭Ϗఢؠඵݡຽ۰߉ڱྍٺҖ݈ϺѣᇾϯཌྷચĂ
߇ޠڱ໖̈́ዋϡଐԛາڱఢቑ̝ޠڱᙯܼтྭາăᖞ߉ڱҖॡഇă༊পڱؠ୧̝ٙѣၹ
јࢋІְ၁ٺາڱϠड़߉ҖؕޢԆБ၁னॡĂޠڱޞΩࠎ͛ځఢؠĂࣧ˯ᑕዋϡڱ୧ၹ
јࢋІᄃϠ߿ְ၁Ъॡѣड़̝າڱ
่
่
่
่
Ăܢఢ̶ొڱྍؠ୧
  ϔ઼ 100 ѐ 11 ͡ 30 ͟ᓁ΄̳ο۞Ķආ̈́͌ѐӀᄃᝋৈܲᅪڱķ
͛Ķҋ̳οˬѐ߉ޢҖķĂኛયֱ୧͛ଂ֤˘͇ฟؕϠड़ĉ
ϔ઼ 103 ѐ 11 ͡ 29 ͟
ϔ઼ 103 ѐ 11 ͡ 30 ͟
ϔ઼ 103 ѐ 12 ͡ 1 ͟
ϔ઼ 103 ѐ 12 ͡ 2 ͟
  ˭ЕᙯٺĶޠڱᄃᇇ۞ᙯܼķ̝ୃĂң۰ᄱĉ
ߏ˜ޠڱᇇ۞̈ࢨޘ
ᇇ̙̯ٙధ۞ĂϺߏ̝ޠڱᘂჳ၆෪
ޠڱ̙ٙ༰ͤ۞ҖࠎĂ֭ߏౌܧЪͼᇇ۞Җࠎ
ޠڱᄃᇇ̷࠹ᙯ
  The land is a storehouse of ______ for all kinds of plants, and its reserve of nutrients is essential to
any successful agriculture.
facilities
fertility
nuance
pesticides
  The United States is ______ with an energy, a can-do ambition and an entrepreneurial spirit that can
only_be described as distinctly American.
invested
compatible
consistent
infused
  The movie was recommended for mature audiences only because there were many scenes of intense
violence which would be too ______ for children.
authentic
contagious
disturbing
embarrassing
  The restaurant’s advertisement was a bit ______. It said all of the drinks were free, but actually wines
were not included.
cautious
pretending
suspicious
misleading
  Smartphones seem to have a ______ market since they are getting more and more popular around the
world.
burgeoning
languishing
perplexing
squandering
  The Colosseum in Rome and sites in the historic walled town of Urbino have suffered damage due
to______ snow-fall.
indispensable
minuscule
picturesque
unprecedented
  Basic ______ like greeting people and saying please to show politeness are becoming less common
!
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among the youth.
customs
courtesies
gestures
situations
  The first comprehensive system for nationwide _____ was instituted by France for the Napoleonic
wars that followed the French Revolution.
conscription
description
inscription
prescription
ኛֶ˭͛аඍௐᗟҌௐᗟĈ
A study at the University of New South Wales in Sydney found that around a quarter of people have a _
39_ sense of taste, making foods like broccoli taste bitter and rich foods 40 . These “supertasters” tend
to be slim and have a lower risk of heart disease. To determine if you are a-supertaster, 41 a dot of blue
food coloring on your tongue and look in the mirror. If you see a densely spotted area, there is a good chance
you are a supertaster. If the spots are
42 distributed, you are not. The study also found 15 percent of
men, were “non-tasters”—they will devour anything put in front of them.They get the
people, 43
benefits of a broad diet, but risk overdoing it.
  heightened
enlightened
fastened
lengthened
  unperceptive
unpredictable
unpalatable
unparalleled
  notice
delete
put
remove
  succinctly
sparsely
diminutively
trivially
  innocently
mostly
arrogantly
currently
  A study has shown that a messy environment could make people long for order and inspire them to
hastily simplify and classify things in their minds, which could often lead to discrimination.
Eliminating discrimination can be done by living with a simple and neat mind.
Inspiring simplicity and order is the key to preventing discrimination from happening.
Discriminating against the people living in a messy environment could inspire them to improve.
Rushing to create order in a messy environment could sometimes lead to discrimination.
  Investors and the public are demanding increasingly detailed information on nonfinancial metrics that
define sustainability.
In tcrms of financial metrics, investors and the public are never satisfied with the sustainable
business.
Detailed information on monetary metrics plays a more important role for sustainable investors and
the public.
Other than financial reports, investors and the public are asking for more details about factors
indicating sustainability.
Investors and the public keep inquiring detailed information on nonfinancial metrics to sustain the
validity of the contract.
  What great horror movies do is that they show us our fears and make them so beautiful that we can’t
take our eyes off the screen.
Great horror movise catch our eyes by showing us our fears in an irresistibly beautiful way on the
screen.
Great horror movies force us to examine our fears through frightening but beautiful sccenes on the
screen.
Great horror movies amaze us by showing us frightening scenes about our beauty on the screen
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Great horror movise allow us to transform our fears in an irresistible way into beautiful scenes on
the screen.
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In 1349 it resumed in Paris, spread to Picardy, Flanders, and the Low Countries, and from England to
Scotland and Ireland as well as to Norway, where a ghost ship with a cargo of wool and a dead crew drifted
offshore until it ran aground near Bergen. From there the plague passed into Sweden, Denmark, Prussia,
Iceland, and as far as Greenland. Leaving a strange pocket of immnunity in Bohemia and Russia unattacked
until 1351, it had passed from most of Europe by the mid-1350s. Although the mortality rate was erratic,
ranging from one-fifth in some places to nine-tenths of almost total elimination in others, the overall estimate
of modem demographers has settled—for the area extending from India to Iceland—around the same figure
expressed in Froissart’s casual words:”A third of the world dies.” His estimate, the common one at the time,
was not an inspired guess but a borrowing of St. John’s figure for mortality from the plague in Revelation, the
favorite guide to human affairs of the Middle Ages.
  What does the underlined “it” in the first line refer to?
The ghost ship
The mortality
The immunity
The plague
  Which of the following countries was NOT affected by the disease at first?
Denmark
France
Russia
United Kingdom
  According to the passage, which of the following statements is true?
The number of deaths given by Froissart is not reliable.
The disease described in the passage broke out first in 1349.
The mortality rates of the affected countries differ greatly.
An infected ship landing on Bergen started the spread in Norway.
  What is the sequence in which the plague reached the countiries or cities?
Paris—Bergcn—Iceland--Russia
Picardy—Iceland—Greenland--Flanders
The Low Countries—Prussia—England--India
Russia—Picardy—the Low Countries--Norway
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